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Baking means exposing dough
pieces to heat and steam. 
When deciding how to produce this
heat best and how to distribute
it the most consistently in the oven’s
baking chamber, technicians and
bakers have extremely varied ideas.
At MIWE, we don’t consider it 
a problem. This is because we offer
bakers the complete program for
their baking room and refrigeration
area. So it follows that we also 
offer all marketable baking techno-
logies. We cannot praise one and
condemn the other, just because
we don’t stock it. 
Instead, we allow ourselves the lux-
ury – entirely in your best interests –
of evaluating the characteristics 
of each technology from an objec-
tive viewpoint. That is how to find
the optimal solution for any problem.

Our focal point today: 
baking with thermal oil. We present
the technology and its specific
baking characteristics.

In all directly fueled multi-deck 
baking ovens, heating areas radiate
heat in the baking chamber. 
For this purpose, if we forget about
electric heating elements for a mo-
ment, a gaseous or liquid medium
flows through the heating areas and
is heated to a specific temperature.   

These days, three such media or
energy transmitting materials are
common in the baking oven: 
flue gas, steam and thermal oil.
When referring to thermal oil we mean
specific mineral, semi or fully syn-
thetic oils which are fully suitable 
for this purpose. 

� Heat Storage and Heat 
Conduction: small, 
uncomparative physics

Flue gas is, in simple terms hot air.
However, air is not a heat conductor,
but rather an insulator. This is plain
to see in insulation materials which
are filled with air. In fact, air can only
store heat energy on a very limited
scale. 
By comparison: for each unit of 
volume, thermal oil absorbs around
three and a half thousand times 
more energy than air.

The baking process, coupled with
heat loss, requires a large amount 
of energy. 
Because flue gas can only absorb
and transport a small amount of
energy, the temperature of the hea-
ting medium must be set at a very
high level when baking with it (and 
likewise with steam), significantly
higher than the desired baking room
temperature.

Baking with Thermal Oil

Gentle Heat

Gentle radiant heat – with up to 12 
separate decks (53 m2) per oven
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54 Baking with Thermal Oil

The ”weak in energy” flue gas is es-
sentially given a high energy reserve
in the form of a clearly excessive
temperature. 
These large temperature differences
conceal certain risks, which every
baker knows. If the temperature in
the baking room is too hot or if 
the oven has been operating for too
long and has therefore retained a lot
of heat, this can often lead to burning.
We say the oven is ”singeing” or
”blazing”. In English-speaking coun-
tries, it is referred to as ”flash heat”. 

As thermal oil can absorb and trans-
port considerably more energy than
similar quantities of flue gas, thermal
oil does not need to be overheated 
to the same degree. Even when large
quantities of energy are extracted 
during the baking process, the temper-

ature of thermal oil does not decrease
to the same extent as flue gas. 
This due to the higher energy content.
Therefore, as a rule, the temperature
of thermal oil in the baking oven is
only around 20 °C above the desired
baking room temperature – compared
to approximately 70 °C when using
flue gas. Steam, the third common
heating medium, lies somewhere
in between.

For this reason, the heat from thermal
oil is also known as gentle heat. 
In this type of thermal oil bakin govens,
the ”flash heat” effect is not present.
Therefore, they are far more forgiving
than flue gas ovens when it comes
to uneven loading and a some-what
excessive temperature. 
Admittedly, these conditions will not
lead to optimal preparation of the
product, but at least it will not be un-
usable. 

Due to their special baking charac-
teristics, thermal oil baking ovens
are next in line to wood-fired ovens,
which are still treasured by many
bakers. 

� Practical: The separate 
burner and individual 
baking zones

As a general rule, burners and heat
exchangers in thermal oil ovens are
installed far away from the oven itself.
This subsequently results in a whole
range of practical advantages. 
A baking oven, in which there is no
burner, causes far less heat and noise
in the baking room. 
Conversely, the flour dust from the ba-
king room fails to cause any damage
to the burner, which lowers the amount
of cleaning and maintenance required
and has a favorable effect on opera-
tional reliability. A single central heating
boiler with one burner, and therefore

only one room, usually operates 
several baking ovens. 
Furthermore, a baking oven which 
is heated with thermal oil can very
easily be sub-divided into flexible,
temperature-controlled zones, 
in which secondary circuits are in-
stalled. Using precisely controlled
valves, the temperature of these cir-
cuits can automatically be made 
hotter or cooler according to the user's
requirements. In this way, a variable
top and bottom heating function 
is very easy to achieve in the deck 
of a continuous baking oven.

� Technical consequences

A smaller temperature difference
between heating medium and baked
goods usually leads to a change of
baking characteristics. As the heat 
is transferred to the product in a less
intensive manner, crusts and crumbs
develop differently. 
The thermal oil oven bakes in a less
labored manner. It is commonly known
as gentle baking.

If baked goods from thermal oil
ovens are compared with those from
flue gas or steam baking ovens, it is
generally clear that, in the fully baked
product, more moisture is made pos-
sible by thermal oil ovens. 
More moisture and a gentler baking
process always means: the product
stays fresh for longer.

Improved moisture characteristics
will give the most benefit to those
products requiring a lot of moisture
to achieve optimum quality. This could
be because they are supposed to be
distributed in a damp state (for ex-
ample, many specialist breads) or
because they are supposed to lose as
little moisture as possible during
baking due to their particular features:
for example, half-baked products

which are baked twice meaning 
twice as much moisture is extracted.
In the case of Belgian sandwich
rolls, we were able to detect an in-
crease of moisture in fully-baked
products of between 7 % and 10 %  
– with, incidentally, just as good

an appearance. Our customers are
thrilled. On top of this, products rise
more intensively when using gentle
heat. And finally, baked products
from a thermal oil oven can always be
described as having a unique golden
glow, which is due to the special 
caramelization caused by gentle heat.

Due to its characteristics described
above, thermal oil’s temperature dif-
ference between supply and return
is extremely low. All in all, it does not
even amount to two degrees Celcius.
The temperature of the oven surface
in thermal oil baking ovens is there-
fore so consistently controlled, that
no other heating technique can even
come close. Consistent temperature
control always means more consist-
ent products.

In general, we noticed that products
from thermal oil baking ovens clearly
stand out from products baked using
other methods. The special product
characteristics, which a thermal oil
baking oven achieves, cannot be 
accomplished with any other type 

Central heating boiler: the core 
of the entire baking oven system

Every baker ’s aim: golden shine
and long-lasting freshness

When baking was still a really hot 
affair: “flash heating“ – not only in 
the oven, but also in the baking room

The MIWE thermo-static combines 
the advantages of a trolley oven with
the merits of thermal oil technology
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76 Baking with Thermal Oil

of baking oven. Therefore, thermal 
oil ovens are often used for training
and, as a stronger competitive 
advantage, to secure unique selling
points. 

� So where 
are the disadvantages?

If there are so many advantages 
– why don't a lot more bakers use
thermal oil? Because of a whole range
of long out-dated misgivings and in-
grained prejudices (along with one
important limitation, which you should
know about).

For example, again and again we hear
people saying ”hot oil?” – that must
be dangerous. This is by no means
the case. Or at least, not at MIWE.
This is because the entire thermal oil
system is atmospherically open when
operated, and is thus exposed to
completely normal air pressure with
no excess pressure (if we disregard
the low pressure, which needs to be
built up for a pump to transport the oil
from A to B). 

At MIWE, we do not wait until the end
before we thoroughly test leak safety.
Instead we plan it from the very
beginning. 

Even during construction, for example,
we are looking for a design in which
no critical stresses will occur, even in
full-load operation, so that absolutely
no stress cracks are possible. 

And with success! As we can prove:
so far, no stress cracks have ever 
occurred in thermal oil ovens provided
by our company. 
With the exception of pumps and val-
ves, all connections in MIWE thermal
oil baking ovens are welded. 
And for good measure, every oven is
of course subjected to a high pressure
density test before being dispatched.

The MIWE thermo-rollomat: 
With its consistent baking results and
its temperature control, this continuous
baking oven is a fantastic performer, 
with extremely modest demands
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98 Baking with Thermal Oil

And now for the limitation. Because
thermal oil exhibits an extremely
high energy content, thermal oil bak-
ing ovens come off slightly worse
than their competitors in one respect:
to be precise, when it comes to lower-
ing the temperature as quickly as
possible. 

Successful thermal oil bakers employ
a clear concept for final baking
which takes this specific characteristic
into account. 

They organize their baking business
with foresight. 
But what kind of modern baker
wouldn’t do this anyway?

An efficient control system ? a workload
diagram is given here ? helps you use
the strengths of thermal oil heating to
their full advantage

� Thermal oil and 
the return of investment

Now for the happy ending: what sort
of investment is involved in thermal
oil baking ovens? It is possible that
you will require more initial invest-
ment for a thermal oil unit than you
would need for a flue gas oven. 
This is because the heating boiler
usually has to be installed in its own
room and needs to be connected 
to the baking oven via pipelines. 
However, these one-off costs imme-
diately become relative when using
several ovens. 

Above all, when consider economic
implications, you should pay particular
attention to energy costs. 
With a thermal oil oven, the total 
potential for saving energy is actually
enormous. According to our experi-
ence, if the thermal oil system is 
optimally configured and used, then
savings of up to 20 % are possible.
With today’s energy prices, investing
in a thermal oil baking oven will 
generally be considered as a measure
towards curbing costs.

MIWE specialists will be more than
happy to give you a more detailed 
explanation of the potential of a ther-
mal oil baking oven in your specific
case. Tell us your problem – and we
will search for the best solution 
together. 

That's the way it is at MIWE: you bake.
And we've got the right oven to do it.
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